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Introduction
Petitioner Dimit1ios Koutsoubos respectfully makes this appeal pursuant Rule 410 of the
Comm ission's Rules of Practice, l7 CFR §201.410, from the Initial Decision of the
Adm inistrative Law Judge dated November 8, 2013 entitled In the Matter of Michael Bresner,
Ralph Calabro, Jason K01mer and Dimitlios Koutsoubos, Admi n. Proc. File No. 3-1 5015
("Decision"). 1 In the Decision, the ALI found that Koutsoubos, a 14 year broker with an
unblemished disciplinary record, churned the account of

, a multi-mi llionaire

businessman with significant prior investment experience who suffered market losses in his J.P .
Turner & Co., Inc., brokerage account during the cataclysmic stock market crash of 2008, and
ordered that Koutsoubos be permanently baned from association with any broker, dealer or
investment adviser, fined $130,000, disgo rge another $30,000 plus prejudgment interest, and to
cease and desist from committing or causing violations and future violations.

Standard of Review

In considering an appeal of an Initial Decision, the Comm ission undertakes an
independent de novo review of facts and law, and must base its decision on its own tlndings. 2 A

de novo review requires a balancing of the evidence which both supports, and refutes, the
a llegations of misconduct. A decision c annot be justified as being supported by substantial
evidence only by reference to the evidence in support of the claims of violation . See Un iversal
Camera Corp. v. N.L.R.B ., 340 U.S. 474,488 (195 1) ("The substantiali ty of evidence m ust take

1

Citations to the Decision are noted as "DEC. _

2

SEC Website, Office ofAdministrative Law Judges, http://www.sec.gov/alj.shtml (last visited Mar. 4, 20 14).

," and citations to the hearing record are noted as "Tr. _

1

into account whatever in the record fairly detracts from its weight."); Buchman v. SEC, 553 F .2d
816, 820 (2d. Cir. 1977).

The Conun ission's de novo posture is critical to the prop er consideration of the erroneous
Decision against Koutsoubos . In this case, it means that the Comm ission must do what the
Decision improperly failed to do : apply the proper legal standards and make factual find ings
based upon the totality of the evidence in the hearing reco rd.3 The Decision not on ly failed to
refer to, much less consider probative information in the evidenti ary record which detracts from
its finding that Koutsoubos intentionally and del iberately churned -

s accou nt during 2008,

it failed to provide even the slightes t explanati on as to why it ignored such prob ative evidence.

Summary of Argument

The Decision is a c omposite of egregious misapplication of law, numerous material
find ings of fact that are entirely unsuppo1ied m the factual record, and repeated failure to
properly consider uncontroverted documentary and testimonial evidence con trary to its factual
findings . As a result of the manifest errors of law pertinent to a claim of "churning," an d the
many materi ally false findings with respect to the pertinent circumstances of-

's brokerage

account, the find ing of violation and imposition of severe sanctions against Koutsoubos is
absolutely wrong, both as a matter of Jaw and fact.
To reach the legal conclusion that Koutsoubos churned was required to find three elements: (l) that -

s account, the Decis ion

relin quished control over the activity in his

brokerage account to Koutsoubos; (2) that with such control, Koutsoubos conducted excessive
trading in ~ 's account in contraventio n of -

's investment objectives; and (3) that

3
Citations to the Division of Enforcement 's and Respondent Koutsoubos' exhibits are noted as "DX. _ , and
" DK.X. __," respectively.

2

Koutsoubos conducted such excessive tr ading in -

's account for the purpose ofmaximizing

his remuneration in regard to such trading in . . ..s acco un t, in intentional or reckless
disregard of -

s interests. Although each of these three prongs must have been met by a

preponderance of evidence before liabil ity could have attached to Koutsoubos , the record
establishes that none were met and the Decision was in error.
First, the Decision's finding that -

relinquished his control over his trading account

to Koutsoubos is legally erroneous. In direct contrast to what the law mandates, the Decision
erroneously found that Koutsoubos had de facto control over the -

account solely on the

grounds that Koutsoubos made most of the recommendations and that Bryant typically followed
his securities recommendations. Case after case has instructed that the correct inquiry is not
whether the broker initiates the trades but rather whether the customer has the capacity to
exercise the final right to say yes or no, in which case the customer retains control of the account.
The overwhelming evidence in the record is that -

·s youth, wealth and business

sophistication, his significant prior investment experience at other brokerage firms, the fact that
Koutsoubos provided only accurate information t~ , the fact thaclose attention to his J.P . Turner account, and the fact that -

paid active and

did not place undue trust and

confidence in Koutsoubos, all point inexorably to a proper finding that -

had the capacity to

accept or reject Koutsoubos' recommendations and thus retained control of his account.
Second, the Decision's finding that the activity in ~ ·s account during 2008
constituted ''excessive trading" is legally enoneous . The law is crystal clear that the
determination as to whether the trad ing in an account is excessive must be judged by reference to
the customer's investment objectives In stark contrast to other cases where it might be difficult
to detern1ine an investor's risk tolerance and investment objectives because the record does not

,.,
.)

contain a clearly articulated statement of the customer's desires, in this case the record is
unambiguous. -

repeatedly documented in writing his high risk tolerance and desire to

aggressively trade his account by, among other things, deliberately selecting trading profits,
speculation and sh01t-term trad ing as his investment objectives . -

indicated his high risk

tolerance in 2005, before Koutsoubos had anything to do with his account, and before ever
meeting or speaking to Koutsoubos, he reaffinned his high risk tolerance in 2006 after
Koutsoubos was assigned as the registered representative of his account, and he ind icated in
wri ting his aggressive risk tolerance and speculative investment objectives in 2007 Uust before
the alleged chum period) when he was asked to sign an Account Update form . He further
reiterated in writing his aggressive investment objectives in 2009 right after he suffered
substantial losses in the 2008 market crash Uust after the alleged churn period). Indeed, ~'s
last written representation of his speculative investment objectives was in his acknowledgment to
J.P. Turner that he understood active trad ing and that he was will ing and financially ab le to take
greater risks in using such an active trading strategy. Although the law makes clear that the most
reliable measure of a customer's desire is his own written representation, especially where, as
here, it was reiterated more than once, the Decision fails to properly consider this highly
probative evidence and improperly applies a standard for conservative investors based upon
turnover and breakeven calculations, that as it turns out, were applied inconectly and were
riddled with errors.
Third, the Decision's ·finding that Koutsoubos acted with the "highest degree of scienter"
is legally en·oneous. The law provides that establishing scienter in the context of churning
requires by the preponderance of evidence that the broker sought to maximize his remuneration
in disregard of the interests of his customers. The evidence in this case actually contradicts 

4

rather than supports - any finding that Koutsoubos' actions were for the purpose of generating
commissions by recommending unwarranted trades without regard to ~ 's interests. For
nearly the entirely of the relevant period, there was a severe maximum commission restriction
placed on transactions in ~ 's account such that there was simply no pecuniary reason for
Koutsoubos to defraud -

or recklessly disregard his interests. The Decision fails to properly

consider the undisputed evidence that because Koutsoubos "inherited" the ~ account from
another J.P. Turner broker, Koutsoubos could receive a payout of only 35% of the gross
commission credits, less ticket and other charges. J.P. Turner's Executive Vice President
conducted an analysis of the effectiveness of the commission restliction procedures he
implemented for actively traded accounts and concluded that, with respect to accounts in which
the registered representative received a 50% to 60% gross commission payout, at $100 maximum
commission per trade, the broker was "at best breakeven" and at $60 per trade he was "getting
crushed." The Decision utterly ignored that Koutsoubos'35% commission payout regarding the
-

account meant Koutsoubos eamed far less than the "break-even" point and was, in fact, at

the "getting cn1shed" level

Argument
I.

The Decision Enoneously Concluded That Koutsoubos Churned -

s Account.

Chuming occurs "when a securities broker buys and sells securities for a customer's
account, without regard to the customer's investment interests, for the purpose of generating
commissions." In the Matter of A I Rizek, 1999 SEC LEXIS 1585 at * 14 (Aug. 11, 1999) ("Rizek

ll"). Three elements are necessary to find churning: (i) explicit or de facto control over that
trading by the salesperson; (ii) trading in the account that is excessive in light of the customer's

5

investment objectives; and (iii) scienter on the patt of the broker, which is established either by
evidence of intent to defraud or b y evidence of will ful and reckless disregard of the customer's
interests. See Hotmar v . Lowell H. Listrom & Co., Inc., 808 F .2d 1384 , 1385 (lOth Cir. 1987).
To reach the legal conclusion that Ko utsoubos churned ~ 's acco unt, the Decision was
required to find all three of th ese elements by a preponderance of the evidence. As des cribed
below, we respectfully submit that the overwhelming evidence establishes that none of the three
elements are met. Accordingly, the findings against Koutsoubos should be reversed.

A. The Decision Finding That -

Reli nquished "De Facto" Control Over His
Brokerage Account To Koutsoubos Is Legally Enoneous Since Retained The
Capacity To Exercise His Final Right To Say Yes Or No To Trades In His Account

The touchstone of implied or de facto control of an account by a bro ker is "whether or
not the customer has sufficient intelligence and und erstanding to evaluate the broker's
recommendations and to reject one when he thinks it is unsuitable." Follansbee v. David, Skaggs
& Co., 681 F.2d 673, 677 (9th Cir. 1982). In analyzing whether the broker controlled the

plaintiff-custo.mer's account, the Ninth Circuit stated that merely because a "non-professional
investor" usually follows the advice of his broker, it does not mean that the investor

is not in control of his account. No one is likely to form a continuing relationship
with a broker unless he trusts th e broker an d has fai th in his financ ial judgment.
Usually the broker will have much greater access to financia l information than the
customer and will have the supp01t of in vestigative and research facilities. Such a
customer will be expected usually to accept the recommendation s of the broker or
to disassociate himself from that broker and find someone else in whom he has
more confiden ce. Id.
Accordingly, the CO!Tect inquiry is not, as the Decision incorrectly analyzed, whether the
broker initiates the trades [se~ DEC. 100], but rather whether the c ustomer has the capacity to
exercise the final right to say 'yes' or 'no', in which case the customer retains control of the

6

account. See Tieman v. Blvth, Eastman, Dillon & Co., 719 F.2d 1, 3 (1st Cir. 1983) (whether the
broker initiates transactions or whether the investor relies on the recommendations of the broker
is insufficient as a matter of law to establish de facto controL The fact that a client follows the
advice of his broker does not in itself establish controL). Federal courts have recognized that to
hold otherwise would prevent imputing control to the competent investor who monitors his
account but typically does not disagree with his broker's recommendations; see also Leib v.
Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc., 461 F. Supp. 951, 956 (E.D. Mich 1978) af:fd 647
F.2d 165 (6th Cir. 1981) (the fact that the broker recommended all or nearly all of the securities
purchased does not in and of itself prove that the broker controlled the account; most customers
of full-service brokerage firms follow their broker's recommendations to a large extent); Carras
v. Burns, 516 F.2d251, 258-59 (4th Cir. 1975); Moran v. Kidder Peabody & Co., 609 F. Supp.
661, 666 (S.D.N.Y. 1985) ("Where a customer has the independent capacity to accept or reject
his broker's recommendations, he cannot accuse his broker of having control of his account even
ifhe habitually follows his broker's recommendations.").
Several factors considered in determining whether or not a customer, based on the
information available to him and his ability to interpret it, can independently evaluate his
broker's recommendations, include: the investor's sophistication; the investor's prior securities
experience; the truth and accuracy of the information provided by the broker; the extent to which
the investor passively relies on the recommendations of the broker without significant
communication; and the level of trust and confidence the investor has reposed in the broker. In
the Matter of Al Rizek, 1998 SEC LEXIS 305 at *45 (Feb. 24, 1998) ("Rizek I") (citing 1 Stuart
C. Goldberg, Fraudulent Broker-Dealer Practices, 2.8 [b][1] (1978)). As preponderance of the

7

credible evidence in the record demonstrated, that -

had the capacity to exercise his right to

say 'yes' or 'no,' and therefore retained control of the account.

1. -

's Youth , Wealth and Business Sophistication
was a vibrant, intelligent, wealthy, and

During the relevant period,

successful entrep~eneur in his 40s who had a variety of business interests. 4

operated two thriving businesses employing 32 people. [Tr. 890-891) -

owned and
·s success in

business allowed him to build a substantial home5 on one of the 14 Jots he owns on the golf
course at Kirkwood National Gold Club (Tr. 914), of which he is still a member. [Tr. 906)
-

also owns two other houses, a 44-acre tract of land, and another property in Holly

Springs, Mississippi. [Tr. 908 ) -

testified that his annual income of $100,000 and net wo1ih

of $3,000,000, were an accurate reflection of his financial condition when he completed his J.P .
Tumer account application in February 2005. [Tr. 858].
As detailed herein and which the Decision fails to properly consider, - -epeatedly
represented in writing that he understood the ris ks associated with the securities traded in his J.P.
Tumer account, including the risks of us ing margin and of active trading. The law properly
credits brokerage customers' written representations in account agreements and investmentrelated documents. First Union Discount Brokerage Servs .. Inc. v. Milos, 997 F .2d 835, 846
(lith Cir. 1993) (comt rejected in vestor 's attempt to avoid summary judgment by claiming he
had not read the margin and options agreements he signed because investors "may derive neither

The Decision's finding that Bryant only employed 12 persons during the relevant period was cont rary to
the evidence in this case and was fa lse. [DEC. 33)
The only documentary evidence as to the value of Bryant's showed that tile average list price for homes in
Holly Springs, MI similar~'s was $712,091. [DKX 32] The Decision failed to address the documentary
evidence and found tha t ~ome was valued at only $339,000, based solely on B.ryant's uncorroborated
testimony as to t11e home's value. [Tr. 901]

8

comfort nor legal protection fi·om their willingness to sign contracts without reading them");
Coleman v. Prudential Bache Sec. Inc., 802 F.2d 1350, 1352 (11 th Cir. 1986) ("absent a showing
of fi·aud or mental incompetence, a person who signs a co ntract cannot avoid her obligations
under it by showing that she did not read what she signed."); see also Bull v. Chandler, 1992
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 3686 (N.D. Cal. Mar. 12, 1992) (COLlli entered summary judgment against
plaintiff asse1ting securities fraud who claimed he read neither the offering materials nor the
documents he signed and relied exclusively on his broker's misrepresentations because such
reliance was unjustified); see also Benoay v. E.F. Hutton & Co, Inc., 699 F . Supp 1523, 1529
(S .D. Fla. 1988) (holding that a brokerage customer "who signs an instrument is preswned to
know its content .. . "). Indeed, the Division's own expert concurred on this elemental point o f
Jaw. Jolm Pinto, a long-time securities regulator and NASD official, observed that " broker
dealers are entitled to rely upon the written representations of the customers.. .. " [T r. 353 1; DX.
156) -

himself emphasized during his test imony that his signature is his word and that he

- 's

stood behind his signature. [Tr. 977, 994]

2.
-

Sign ific an t Investment Exp erien ce

admitted that prior to opening his J.P. Tumer acco unt in 2005, he had held

brokerage accou nts at J.C. Bradford, Wachovia, and Stifel Niclaus. [Tr. 849] Moreover, the
evidence showed that until at least February 2007, ~lso held a brokerage account at Sky
Capital [Tr. 915, DKX. 23], a brokerage firm cited by the SEC for its aggressive trading of
penny stocks. See SEC v. Sky Capital LLC, et. al., 09-CV-6 129 (PAC) (S.D.N.Y. 2009).

9

When -

opened his cash and margin accounts at J.P. Turner in February 2005 , Jay

Bergin - and not Koutsoubos - was the registered representative on ~'s account. 6 [Tr. 924
925] At that time-

signed a New Account Application in which he acknow ledged he had

10 years of p1ior investment experience. [DKX. 16; Tr. 922, 928, 931 ] -

thereaft er

reaffitmed his written representation of his securities investment experience on at least two other
occasions: in March 2007, he indicated extensive experience in stocks [DKX 2 1) and in May
2009, he indicated 20+ years of experience. [DKX. 22]
-

s· admission of hi s long-time investment experience both at J.P. Turner and at four

other brokerage finns - including at the notorious Sky Capital - contradicts the Decision finding
that -

s "experience with the securities markets is limited." [DEC. 100) The Decision ' s

failure to properly consider any of th is evidence, which detracts from a fmding that -

lacks

the capacity to exercise control over his J.P. Tumer brokerage account, is enor.

3. Koutsoubos Provided Only Accurate Information t o There was no evidence to suggest that any of the account information provided to 
was anything other than completely truthfu l and accurate. - acknowledged that the account
statements he received and maintained set out each purchase and sale transaction effected in his
account that month, every deposit and withdrawal of funds and securities in his account that
month, and a calculation of the total portfolio value of the account and how that value changed
from the prior month. [Tr. 986-987; DKX. 25)

llllt acknowledged

receipt of all trade

confinnations and organized every confirmation in tlu·ee-ring binders, which he kept and

-~ opened his .J.P Turner account in February 2005 an d continued to maintain that account through the
hearing. Pinto noted that such a long relationship with this client is indicative of a client who was satisfied with his
account. [Tr. 3532]

10

maintained for his reference. [Tr. 971 ) The confi1mations set out all of the pertinent info1mation
regarding the transaction, including the name of the security, the symbol, whether it was a
purchase or sale, the quantity and the price per share, as well as the principal amount of the trade,
the commission and the postage and service fee. [DKX. 26) -

conceded that from the

confirmations he received he could have easily added the commiss io ns disclosed to see exactly
how much commissions he paid during any given period. [Tr. 984) -

also acknowledged

that the year-end tax information statements he received for his J.P. Tumer accounts contained
detailed information showing, among other things his proceeds from the transactions in his
account, the dividends and other distributions he received and the margin interest he paid on each
margin transaction effected during that year. [Tr. 986; DK.X. 27)

4. -

Paid C lose Attention t o His J .P. T urner Account

was an attentive securities brokerage customer and closely monitored the activity

in his account. For example, and well before Koutsoubos was assigned to his account, 
made it a regular practice to print the quantity and stock symbo l of the securities trade he wanted
to effect on the memo line of the checks he wrote to pay for the trades in his J.P. Turner account.
[Tr. 942, 946; DK.X. 18 and 19) Moreover, as described above, -

not only kept and

maintained all of the trade confirmation he received from J.P . Tumer [DKX. 26], all of the
monthly account statements sent to him [DKX. 24] and each of the year-end tax reporting
statements sent to him [DK.X. 27 ) for many years after the period in question, he also kept and
maintained ce1iain research and other market infonnation that Kou tsoubos had sent to him for his
review and discussion over the years. [Tr. 971; DK.X. 34]
-

also acknowledged that he spo ke frequently with Koutsoubos throughout the

period that Koutsoubos was his broker, sometimes several times per week. [Tr. 964-965] On the
11

infrequent occasions when -

did not hear from Koutsoubos, such as when Koutsoubos was

out of the office for a few weeks following elbow surgery, -

called in repeatedly so that he

could continue to make sure he knew what was going on in his account at all times. [Tr. 965
966] Often, -

proposed investment ideas, particularly in companies in the lumber,

materials, home building and metals sectors. [Tr. 569] On numerous occasions, Koutsoubos sent
and -

research reports, news items and related a11icles of potential investment interest which he
then fi.nther discussed. For example, in July 2007, Koutsoubos an~ had been

discussing the potential merger of the Intercontinental and NYNEX exchanges as wel l as the
merits of investment in Smith Moore Software, Inc. In this regard, on July 31,2007, Koutsoubos
faxed to l l l lt pages from the Dow Jones Newswire about a potential ICINYNEX merger as
well as a research repo11 authored by the investment banking film Piper Jaffrey regarding Smith
Micro Software. (Tr. 970-971 ; DKX. 34]
The existence of similar facts have led numerous courts to conclude that the customer,
not the broker, retained control over his account. See Xaphes v. Merrill Lynch. Pierce, Fenner &
Smith. Inc., 632 F. Supp. 471, 483 (D. Maine 1986) (an investor "who monitored his account
constantly and in great detail, checking confim1ation slips as they were sent to him, checking his
monthly statements, and making notes about the account for himself and his accountants" had
"sufficient financial acumen to determine his own best interests"); see Leib, 46 1 F. Supp. at 954
55 ("[T] f the customer and the broker speak frequent ly with each other regarding the status of the
account of the prudence of a particular transaction, the courts usually find that the customer, by
maintaining such an active interest in the account thereby maintained control over it."); Nomiella
v . Kidder Peabody & Co .. Inc., 752 F. Supp. 624, 629 (S.D .N .Y . 1990) (no broker control where
investors moni tored and raised questions about the acco unts with broker).
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5. - D id Not Place Undue Trust and Confid ence in Koutsoubos
Prior to -

·s account being reassigned to him, Koutsoubos had never previously met

~nd they were not related in any way. Indeed, -

acknowledged that their relationship

was purely an arms-length business relationship. [Tr. 956] See M&B Contracting Corp v. Dale,
601 F. Supp. 1106, 1111-12 (E.D. Mich 1984), affd 795 F.2d 531 (6th Cir. 1986) (no control by
broker where relationship with customer was arm's length and customer had some education or
experience). Further, as desc1ibed above, Koutsoubos was no t was he -

s only stock broker, nor

·s first. Moreover, Koutsoubos proposed investment ideas, particularly in

companies in the lumber, materials, home building and metals sectors in which particular interest and expettise, and Kou tsou bos often sent and related articles of potential investment interest for -

expressed

research reports, news items
s consideration. [Tr. 540, 4480)

Not only did ~ecl ine some of Koutsoubos' investment recommendations, he sometimes
came up with his own investment ideas. [Tr. 569 , 575; 848-50]
The abse nce of broker control is evident where the client in some instances declines to
follow the broker's recommendations or generates ideas independently. 7 Such actions are
"completely inconsistent with dependence upon the broker and with the absence of independent
evaluations [of the broker's) recommendations." Follansebee, 681 F.2d at 677 -78; In the Matter
of IFG Netwo rk Securi ties, Inc ., 2005 SEC LEXIS 335 at *106 (Feb. 10, 2005) (citing
Follansbee, 681 F .2d at 677 ("If the customer, based on the infonnation available to him and his
ability to interpret it, can independent ly evaluate his broker's recommendations, the customer,

7

~· testified that he closed his Sky Capita l account in 2007 because it was not making money. [Tr. 9 19) .
Such action retlects the active and independent nature of's relationships with his stock brokerage accounts
and contrasts with any notio n that passively reposed und ue trust and confidence in stock brokers, such as
Kou tsoubos whom he had never even met.
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not the broker, has control o f the trading."); see Cummings v. A. G. Edwards & Sons, Inc., 733 F.
Supp. 1029, 1031 -32 (M .D. La. 1990) (no control by broker where customer declined to follow
broker's recommendation, reviewed account statements, and w as actively invo lved in decisionmaking); Leib, 461 F. Supp. at 956 (the fact that the broker recommend ed all or nearly all of the
securities purchased does not in and of itself prove that the broker con tro lled the account; most
cus tomers of full -service brokerage firn1s follow their bro ker 's recommendations to a large
extent). Rather, as makes perfect sense, the "customer retains control of his account if he has
sufficient financial acumen to determine his own best interests and he acquiesces in the broker's
management. Carras, 516 F.2d at 258-59.
ln direct contrast to what th e Jaw mandates, the Decision enoneously found that
Koutsoubos had de facto control over the -

account solely on the grounds that Koutsoubos

made most of the recommendations and that Bryant typically followed his securities
recommendations. [DEC. I 00] T his legally eiToneous conclusion also finds no support in the
opinjon of the Division's churning expert Louis Dempsey, who stated he did not conclude and
had rendered no opinion as to whether Koutsoubos had de facto contro l over either the 
8

account. [Tr. 3162] In fact, Dempsey testified a proper detem1ination as to whether the broker
had de facto control for purposes of a churning analysis would require what he did not do : an
an alysis o f all relevan t factors that pertain to the relationsbjp between the clien t and the broker ,

Dempsey 's expert report curiously confla ted the use of the word "control" in the con text of recommending
potential investments with the tenn of art "control" as an essential element of c hurning. On cross-examination,
Dempsey clarified that by using the phrase ''control o f the direction of trad ing activity" in his report he meant on ly
"the selection of transactions and the frequency of the transactions in the account," [Tr. 3168, 3 170) and that with
respect to ·s account, he was not referring to co ntrol as an element of the definition of ch urning. (Tr. 3205-06 ]
In response to an attempt by the Division on redirect examination to have Dempsey offer an opinion as to tile
sophistication of the cus10mers who tes tified at heari ng, the Court sustained objection and noted that it was not clear
that Dempsey was qualified to provide his impressions of !he sophistications of any of the customers at issue in the
case. [Tr. 3295-96)
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including interviewing the customer and reviewing the document(s) the customer signed to
determine what was in the customer 's mind regarding the account. [Tr. 3166-67]. 9
Dempsey elaborated that that if a customer signed a document stating he understood the risks
associated with active trading, that is an indicator of the customer's intentions as to the
appropriateness of a high level of trading [Tr. 3172-73] and that this indicator is even more
relevant where the customer acknowledged such understanding on multiple occasions. [Tr. 3174]
In a similar vein, the D ivision's supervision expe1t, Jolm Pinto, a long-time top official at
FINRA, testified that wtitten representations by a brokerage customer, such as the repeated
representations by -

as to his investment expe1ience, cannot be blithely disregarded,

exp laining that "broker-dealers are entitled to rely upon the written representations of the
customers . ..." [Tr. 3531; DX. 156)

's Stock Brokera ge Account
B. The Decision Finding That The Activity ln Constituted "Excessive Trading" Is Legally En·oneous In Light Of The High Risk
Tolerance, Aggressive Investment Objectives And Desire To Conduct Active
Trading, And Acknow ledgment Of The Risks Of Active Trading That 
Repeatedly Made In W1iting Before And After The Alleged Chum Period.
Whether the number of trades in an account is excessive must be judged by reference to
the customer's investment objectives. Baselski v. Paine Webber, Jackson & Curtis, Inc., 514 F.
Supp. 535, 54 I (N.D. Ill. 198 I) ("[t]he essence of a chuming claim is not a particular transaction,
it is the aggregation of transactions, allegedly excessive in number judged in relation to the
plaintiffs objectives and the market conditions at that time."); Gopez v. Shin, 736 F. Supp. 51,
9

Dempsey testified that in prepari ng his expert report, he was not asked to consider the customers' ages, the
relationship between the customer and the broker, the frequency of broker conununications, or the customers' risk
tolerances, investment objectives, annual incomes, or net worth disclosures [Tr. 3209-J l ) Cf. Rizek 1 (in which the
Division's expert on churning analyzed various documents, inc lud ing "the pleadings, the monthly statements of the
accounts involved, new account forms, depositions of [the broker) and some of the customers, documents supplied
by the [Division] an d [the broker), [and) several cases with similar issues pertaining to the accounts," as well as
·
''various reference pub lications and tJu·ee databases.")
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58 (D. Del. 1990) ("tumover ratios ...must be viewed in the context of the investment objectives
of the plaintiff and the market conditions that existed in the relevant time period."). The level of
trading in an investor's account who has set f01ih investment objectives of speculation and
trading is expected to be a more frequent investor than an investor with a more conservative
objective, such as preserving capital or seeking fixed income. See Costello v. Oppenheimer &
Co., Inc., 711 F.2d 1361, 1368-69 (7th Cir. 1983); sec also Mitchell v. Ainbinder, 214 Fed.
Appx. 565, 568 (6th Cir. 2007). Accordingly, any analysis of detennining whether an account
was excessively traded must begin with the "delineation of the customer's investment goals, for
those objectives significantly illuminate the context in which the trading took place and, indeed,
fotm standards against which the allegations of excessiveness may be measured." Costello 711
F.2d at 1369; see Hotmar, 808 F.2d at 1386 (lOth Cir. 1987); Nelson v. Weatherly Sec. Com.,
2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 11614 at *9 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 21, 2006) (churning does not occur if the
account owner knowingly and intelligently consents to a high volume). Therefore, the
appropriate starting point for analyzing the issue of excessive trading is to detennine the
investment strategy of the customer involved.
As stated above, the Division's chuming expeti, Louis Dempsey testified clearly: if a
customer signed a document stating he understood the risks associated with active trading, that is
an indicator of the customer's intentions as to the appropriateness of a high level of trading [Tr.
3172-73] and that this indicator is even more relevant where the customer acknowledged such
understanding on multiple occasions. [Tr. 3174] The presumption that a customer's investment
objectives and risk tolerance is known from the customer's own written representations was
amplified upon by the Division's supervision expert, Jolm Pinto, expressing that "broker-dealers
are entitled to rely upon the written representations of the customers ...." [Tr. 3531; DX. 156].
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In stark contrast to other cases wh ere it might prove a difficult task to detennine an
investor's risk tolerance and investment objectives because the record does not contain a clearly
ar ticu lated statement of the investment strategy fo r a custom er's account, here the record is clear
and unequivocal. Cf. In the Matter of J. W. Barclay & Co., 2003 SEC LEXIS 2529 at *73 (Oct.
23, 2003) (in which th ere was a question of fact as to a customer' s asserted change in investment
obj ective, and the reco rd indi cated that the registered representative never ''memorialized in
wri ting his conversations with [the client)" nor updated lhe cl ient's account documents). As
described herein,

lllltrepeatedly documented in writing his high risk to lerance and desire to

aggressively trade his account by, among other things, deliberately selecting trad ing profits,
speculation and short-term trading as his investment objectives. [DKX. 16, 17, 18, 21, 22)

1. -

Indicated His H igh Risk Tolerance Before Kou tsoubo s Was Involved.

Well before Koutsoubos ever met or spoke with -

or much les s became his bro ker,

opened new cash and margin accounts at J.P. Tumer in February 2005. [T r. 850 -51, 920,

925; DKX. 16, 17, 18] At that time,

lllltsigned a New Account App lication indi ca ting he had

10 years of secU!ities investment experience and sought grow th as the investment objective for
his account. (DKX. 16) -

also recei ved from J.P . T urner a Margin Account Agreement

Suitabi lity Supplement for the express purpose of making "make sure tha t you understand
margin trading, and that you are willing and financially able to take greater risks in using such
strategy. Margin trading involves a higher degree of risk than tradi ng on a cash bas is and is
sui table only for risk to lerant in vestors." [DK.X. 17] The Suitability Supplement contained a
heading in bold and underlined entitled " What You Should Know About lVIargin Trading"
and set forth 16 important risk factors , including but not limited to:
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•

" You can lose more funds that you deposit in the margin account"
If that stock 's va lue d eclines t o a level es tablished by the M argin Account
Agreement, you will r eceive a margin m ainten a nce calJ.

A m argin mainten a n ce call will r equire you to deposit additional cash or securities
within three business d ays or less. If you fail t o r es pond, securities in your account
m ay b e liquidate d, without notice.
•

The curren t initial m argin r a te is 50% .... A 50% rise in sto ck price can double
your equity, but losses occ ur twic e as f as t, if a stocl< value goes down.

•

" It may happen that d ec lining stock value will ca us e you to los e your portfolio to
margin calls a nd you m ay s till owe a d e bit balance to F ISERV Secul"ities."

The Margin Account Agreement further wamed -

: " *Customer understands that current

and continuously upd ated information concerning his/her risk tolerance, suitability, and investor
objectives are vital to his/ her investment selections." -

acknowledged that he signed

directly below the statement "l have read and signed your Margin Suitability Supplement
Agreement as required; and I understand it." [Tr. 931; DKX. 17]

2. - Reaffirmed His High Risk T olerance to Koutsoubos.
In July 2006, after Ko utsoubos had been assigned as the registered representative of
-

s account, J.P. Turner changed clearing films from Fiserv to NFS. To accommodate

-

s election to cont inue to maintain his margin account, J.P. Turner sent to -

Supplemental Application for NFS Margin Privileges. [DKX. 20) -

a

signed the

Supplemental Application dated July 28, 2006 [Tr. 949) and faxed the agreement that same day
to J.P. Turner, where it was reviewed by the branch manager who and then forwarded acknowledgement to J.P. Turner's Compliance Department. [DKX. 20]
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's

3. Indica ted In Writing His Aggress ive Inves tment Objective S hortly
Before the Subj ect Period.
In mid-March 2007, approximately 8 months before the subject review period, 
signed an Account Update fonn which reflected, among other things, that ~ 's annual
income was $ 150,000, his estimated net worth was $3,000,000, his investable assets were
$1,000,000, his investment objectives were trading profits, speculation and cap ital appreciation
and that his risk tolerance was aggressive. [DKX. 21 ] -

not on ly signed the Account

Update fom1 dated March 15, 2007 [Tr. 960], he also placed his initials in the box to verify his
selection of aggressive risk tolerance and speculative investment objectives [Tr. 960, 96 I], and
faxed the signed and initialed the fonn that same day to J.P. Tumer [T r. 963]. The Account
Update fom1 was then reviewed by the J.P. T urner branch compliance manager, John Williams 10 ,
who compared the financial infonnation on the form to the infonnation on file at the firm and,
finding no discrepancies, s igned the document as branch manager. 11 (Tr. 3625, 3763].

10

In 2006, Jo hn Wil liams was hired to serve as onsite bra nch compliance officer in the Brooklyn branch in
which Koutsou bos worked and shared in the supervisory responsibilities in the Brooklyn branch [Tr. 3603].
Williams served in this capacity through December 2010. [Tr. 3603] Williams, an MBA in t~nance [Tr. 3725) had
been a ten year veteran comp liance officer who had previously been a compliance officer at three other broker
dea lers, and served as Chief Compliance Officer at two of those firms. [Tr. 3664-3665] At JP Turner, Williams was
co mpensated strictly by salary and he did not receive any commissions or overrides on any transactions occurring in
the Brooklyn branch. [Tr. 3603, 3727] Williams augmented the supervision of the registered representatives in the
Brooklyn branch to ensure that the Brooklyn branch was compliant within the firm's written supervisory procedures
as well as FINRA rules and regulations. [Tr. 3663] As discussed herein, Williams ' uncontroverted and independent
hearing testimony was virtually ignored by the Decision leading to its erroneous conclusion about Koutsoubos.
11

T he Decision noted that the Account Agreement signed by in 2005 listed his investment objective
as growth and his risk tolerance as medium whereas the Account Update fonn Bryant signed in 2007 listed his
investment objective as specu lation and his risk tolerance as aggressive and stated, obtusely, that "other than the
fom1 itsel f, there is no evidence to suggest that desired th is drastic change." [DEC. 101) T his finding is
factuall y inco1Tect in several respects. First, the fact that Bryant again asserted his investment objectives remained
trading profit, speculation and short/term trading in writing in 2009 is ample enough evidence he intended to advise
that these were also his inves tment objectives in 2007. Second, the Decision fai ls to reflect that the 2007 Account
Update Fo nn is d ifferen t in format from the 2005 Account Application and that "cap ital appreciation" and "trading
profi ts" were not boxes on the old 2005 fom1 that could have selec ted in 2005. In any case, the Decision
essentially tlips the legal presumption on its head: the con·ect inquiry was not whether there is evidence other than
the written representation of the customer to suggest the customer's desire, since it is the customer's written
representation, panicular his repeated wri tten representation, which is the most reliable evidence ofhis desires.
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4. - Reiter ated In Writing His Aggressive Invest men t Objective Right
After The Subject Period
In May 2009, J.P. 1\lmer's Compliance Dep a1iment sent to -

an Active Account

Suitability Supplement ("Active Sup") and accompanying Active Account Suitability
Questionn aire ("AASQ") becaus~ account had a high levels of trading activity, in order
make sure that -

understood active trading and that he was willing and fi nancially able to

take greater risks in us ing such a strategy. [Tr. 3635; DKX. 22] The Active Sup warned that
"Active trading can involve a higher degree of risk , increased costs and is suitable for risk
tolerant investors." [DKX. 22] The Active Sup expressly advised -

in bold letters to

"*PLEASE READ CAREFULLY*" an d set out, among other important 1isks:

What You Should Know About Active Trading
Active trading in the securities markets can involve a higher degree of risk and may
not be sui table for all investors and accordingly, s hould be entered in to on ly b y
inves tors who under standing the nature of the risk involved and are financially
capable to sustain a lo ss of part or all of their capital
Due to the higher degree of activity, overall commiss ions on your account may tend
t o be greater than a buy and hold s trategy
Your portfolio value may tend to b e m ore volatile with s horter-term o1· more active
trading
High -risk tolerance and investment objectives consis tent with high-risk investing
are appropriate to an active account. In addition, a custom er who is frequen tly
trading th e market should not have short-term needs for the fund s invested in an
eq ui ty accou n t.
-

signed and dated the Active Sup on May 13, 2009 [Tr. 87 I ) and signed

immediately below the line stating in bold letters, " I have read and undet·stood th e Active
Account S uitabili ty Supplement Agr eement as r equired. I am awaJ·e of th e liabilities whi ch
may be incurred through active trading." Furthermore, just below ~'s signature on the
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same page was the waming: "Customer expressly acknowledges his/her understanding that all
investments involve risk, that all securities are not sui table for every customer and that the risks
inherent in a particular secwity may not be appropriate for you, the Customer. Customer
understands that cunent and continuously updated infonnation conceming his/her risk tolerance,
suitabil ity, and investment objectives are vi tal to his/her appropriate investment decisions ."
[DKX. 22 ]
At the same time, J.P. Turner also sent t~ an AASQ. [DKX. 22) Consistent with
the March 2007 Account Update form that -

signed and acknowledged was accurate, the

AASQ reflected, among other things , that -

s annual income was $ 150,000, his estimated

net worth was $3,000,000, his liquid net worth (all assets readily convettible to cash) was
$1,000,000 and that his investment objectives were trading profits, specu lation and capital
appreciation. 12 [DKX. 22]
It is undisputed that -

signed this form on May 13, 2009 and faxed it back to J.P.

Turner where it was received and reviewed by John Williams. However, even more impottantly
but not properly considered by the Decision , -

did more than just sign the AASQ - he

placed his initials in two other places on the fotm. In one spot, -

initialed to verify his

name, address, age, emp loyment and financial information (such as estimated

a~mual

income, net

worth, liquid net worth, investment objectives) prior investment experience, prior margin
experience, and the size a frequency of trades were correct in all respects. In another spot on the
fo1m, -

placed his initials to verify the specific composition of his $1,000,000 liquid net

12

The AASQ signed by
· !so reflected a frequency of trades as of May 2009 of approximately 6 per
· month. The Division's expert, Jolm Pinto, testified that the level of trading frequency set fo rth on the AASQ was ~ot
inconsistent with the level of trading that occuned in the 7 months preceding and 2 months succeeding 's
signing of the form in May 2009 . [Tr. 3590)
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wo1th, including his $100,000 retirement account and $250,000 in insurance. 13 [Tr. 87 1] After
-

signed and initialed the document, he faxed the signed AASQ with his signed Act ive Sup

to J.P. Tumer's Brooklyn office where these two documents were reviewed by Wil liams. [Tr.
3625-26] At hearing, -

again acknowledged that all of the financial information on AASQ

including his annual income, estimated net worth and liq uid net worth information was accurate.
Moreover, -

testified clearly that he was on board with the idea of trading actively in his

account if it might help try to regain the losses he incurred during the 2008 market debacle. (Tr.
1028] Cf. Rizek I at *23-42 (brokerage customers had no understanding of their investments or
the investment strategy being employed by the broker.)
Williams considered his review of active accounts to be a very important aspect of his
compliance work. [Tr. 3695] When Williams reviewed customer new account applications, he
endeavored to cletetmine the suitability of the type and frequency of trading in light of the
customer's disclosed financial condition and investment objectives [Tr. 3679, 3728) and in that
regard, called customers to verify the accuracy of infotmation set forth. [Tr. 3733-34) It was
Williams who was responsible for the coordination and review of the Active Sups and
accompanying AASQs sent to the Brooklyn branch clients who had high levels of trading
activity. [Tr. 3635) Williams reviewed each Active Sup before it was sent to the client as well as
upon received from the client. [Tr. 3617-18] Will iams testified that if he became aware that a
registered representative filled in wrong information in an Active Sup or AASQ and to ld the
customer to leave it that way, he would raise the issue with the compliance department. [Tr.
3798] However, Williams testified he sat near Koutsoubos for many years, had ample

The Decision's finding that Bryant ~~has no retiren1ent funds)) \vas contrary to the evidence in the record and
was false. [DEC. I02)
13
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opportunity to observe his conduct of his secmities business, and never heard K.outsoubos telling
a customer to "just sign" a fom1. (Tr. 3790, 3801]
Furthem10re, in Williams' compliance calls with customers, Williams did no t limit the
conversations solely to the missing information on the questionnaire, but used the oppo1iunity to
more broadly discuss with the customer his investment objectives and other infonnation to make
ce1iain that the customer understood and agreed with the level of trading in his J.P. Turner
account and understood the risks disclosed in the Active Sup. [Tr. 3619) Indeed, even though the
customer had signed the Active Sup and thereby expressly acknowledged having read and
tmderstood the risks associated with active trading, Williams would go over certain of the risk
factors set forth on the Active Sup and ask the customer to verbally acknowledge to him that he
or she had in fact read the risk factors. [Tr. 3 7 53 J Williams would fill in any missing infonnation
on the accompanying AASQ based upon what the customer advised him and would sign or
initial next to that information to document that he spoke to the customer who provided him that
information. (Tr. 3618]
According to Williams, he bracketed and sought - 's initials in two separate places
on the AASQ to highlight to -

the information filled out by the J.P. Tumer branch pursuant

to a telephone conversation with -

, and to have -

verify the accuracy of the

infonnation. (Tr. 3758] Ironically, Williams bad hoped that this procedure would provide
protection against a customer later claiming that he had "just signed the document" that was pre
filled out ancJ had not read it. [Tr. 3758) Williams testified that he personally reviewed the
documents at issue, required that -

place his initials to highl ight to -

the information

filled out by the J.P. Turner branch pursuant to a telephone conversation with -

verify to him (not to Koutsoubos) the accuracy of the infonnation. [Tr. 3758)
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, and had

5. The Decision Erroneously Failed To Properly Consid er The Extent To
Which The Clear Eviden ce O f - t ' s Bias Affected The Credibilit y Of His
Testimony, ·Which W as Uns upported By Any Documentary E vid ence And
Was Contradicted By Both His Own R epeated Written Represen t ations And
J ohn Williams, An Indep endent Non-Party Wi t ness .
Igno1ing all the substantial credible documentary evidence m the record indicating
otherwise, th e Decision improperly found that the "updated account fom1s contained incorrect
information, including incorrect investment objectives and risk tolerance, that Koutsoubos
usually sent him fo1ms with stars where -

should sign, and that Koutsoubos took care of the

rest." [DEC. 101] T his false finding is based exclusively upon the weak and self-serving
testimony of -

' who claimed that could not remember if his signed Account Update was

filled out when he signed it but that there was a "real good possibility" that it was blank . 14 [Tr.
859, 963; DX. 143) As stated above, the Decision erroneously fai ls to consider that -

's

testimony flies in the face of the documentary evidence and the unbiased testimony of John
Willi ams
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,

who, as desctibed above, made it his practice to review customer account

14

The record evidence reflects the fa lsity of's imp lication that he might have signed a blank form. As
an accommodation to customers and in an effort to reduce the potential that. the cus tomer wou ld not fully complete
the .A.ASQ, J.P. Turner branch personnel would sometimes fill in the info rmation on the questionnaire before
submitting the document to Williams for review. [Tr. 3638] In these instances, Williams made it the branch practice
to h igh light that information to the cl ient on the questionnaire and ask the customer to place his ini tials specifically
on those portions to make certain that the customer focused on that information and verified that it accura tely
reflected what the c ustomer had told the J.P. Turner broker. [T r. 3626) Upon receivi ng an Active Sup and AASQ
back from the customer, Williams reviewed the document to make certain it was fi lled out completely, that the
financial information added up correctly, that the investment objectives and risk tolerance informat ion comported
with the information on file at the firm and that the document was properly signed by the customer (and initialed
where needed). [Tr. 3618, 3676} If any information was left off the questionJlaire, the infommtion did not add up or
was inconsistent with the in formation on file at the finn, o r it was not signed or initialed, Williams spoke directly
with the customer. [Tr. 36 18)
15

The Decision imp roperly closed its eyes and ignored the exculpative evidence provided bv John Williams,
the only independent witness in the case, cavalierly dism issin g the entirety of Williams' testimony for no apparent
reason other than he appeared "timid" and "quiet." [DEC. 105) The relevance of W illiams' independen t, non-party
testimony to the factS a t issue is reflected in the fact that Williams testified a t length during the investigation which
Jed to the charges and the Division included Williams on its list of poten tial hearing witnesses. The Div ision
ultimately elected not to call him to testify at hearing and thus be subject to cross-examination for the first time.
Nevertheless, Williams was subpoenaed to testify by Respondent Bresner and traveled trom New York to
Washington where he testified at considerable length in the hearing. We respectfully submit that the AU's failu re to
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docum entation for substance and to ensure that each document was correctly filled out and
initialed. [Tr. 3618 , 3675, 3748]
Moreover, the Decision fails to properly consider -

s startl ing adm ission that one of

the reasons why he agreed to testify in the SEC hearing - desp ite having made no complaint
about Koutsoubos at any time that he was the broker on the account (until August 2009) or the
three and a half years thereafter - was because he had now come to understand that he cou ld
receive some mo ney if there were a find ing of wrongdoing against Koutsoubos. [Tr. 1000]
Accordingly, -

had a strong incentive to bend the truth the way he did in the hope that it

would put him in a position to recover money. See Marcie v. Reinauer Transp . Cos., 397 F.3d
120, 125 (2d Cir. 2005) ("A claim for money damages does create an incentive to be
untruthful"); In the Matter of Public Finance Consultants , Inc., 2005 SEC LEXIS 433 at *89
(Feb. 25, 2005) (investor credibility questioned where investors were involved in a separate civil
action against a broker-dealer and stoo d to benefit financially if the administrative proceeding
resulted in an order against the broker-dealer requirin g the payment of substantial civil pena lties,
disgorgem ent, and prejudgment interest).
The Dec ision shou ld have, but did not, consider the extent to which the clear evidence of
-

s bias affected the credibili ty of his testimony, which, as noted above, was unsupported

by any documentary evidence and was contradicted by both his own repeated written
repr esentations and John W il liams, an independent non-party witness . Although the Commission
grants "considerable weigh t and deference'' to credibility determinations of law judges and other

properly cons ider Will iams' uncontrovened evidence regarding Koutsoubos ' overall compliance and the specifics o f
his own compliance review o
s repeated wriHen affinnations of his aggressive investment obj ectives, high
risk to le rance and appetite for and understanding of the risks of active tradi ng, is legal error. The SEC has long
instructed that administrative hearings req uire a proper eva luation of wi tness testimony for its probative value,
reliabi lity, and fairness of use. See, ~. In the Matter of Warren R . Schrei ber, 1998 SEC LEXIS 2393 (Nov. 3,
1998) .
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initial fact finders, it must judge those determinations against the weight of the evidence. In the
Matter of David F. Bandimere, 2014 SEC LEXIS 158 at *12 (Jan. 16, 2014); In the Matter of
Leslie A. Arouh, 2004 SEC LEXIS 3015 at *33 n.40 (Dec. 20, 2004); In the Matter ofValicenti
Advisory Serv., Inc., 1998 SEC LEXIS 2497 at

* 15

n.9 (Nov. 18, 1998) (rejecting credibility

findings because the record contained "substantial evidence" for doing so). The Commission
cannot accept credibility determinations "blindly." Rather, there are circumstances where, as
here, in the exercise of its review function, it must disregard explicit detenninations of credibility
where the record contains 'substantial evidence' for rejecting them. In the Matter of Anthony
Tricarico, 1993 SEC LEX IS 1346 at *7 (May 24, 1993).
For example, In the Matter of Herbert Moskowitz, the Commission refused to accept the
AU's credibility findings because there was substantial evidence in record for rejecting them.
2002 SEC LEXIS 693 (Mar. 21, 2002) In Moskowitz, a stockholder was charged with
improperly failing to timely file a Schedule 13D upon becoming the "beneficial owner" of more
than 5% of the outstanding shares of a publicly traded corporation. The AU concluded that the
evidence did not support a finding of a violation "relying in large pati on [the stockholder's]
testimony" that he wasn't really the "beneficial owner" of an investment account "owned by his
daughter and son-in-law" and over which he had written trading authority clue to the alleged
existence of an unwritten side agreement between the stockholder and the son-in-law. Id. The
Commission reversed the AU's findings, ruling that the self-serving hearing testimony regarding
the existence of a subsequent oral agreement was the only evidence of such an agreement and
was inapposite to the substantial, contradictory documentary evidence that the stockholder had
the unconditional authority to dispose of the shares in the son-in-law's account. Id. Similarly, In
the Matter of Ke1meth R. Ward, the Commission disregarded an AU's explicit credibility
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findings. 56 S.E.C. 236 (Mar. 19, 2003), aff'd 75 Fed. Appx. 320 (5th Cir. 2003). In Ward, the
ALJ dismissed the allegations against a broker charged with making material misrepresentations
and omitting to state material facts in recommending the purchase of "inverse Ooater" securities
to two municipalities based upon his determination that the broker's testimony was credib le and
the city officials' testimonies were not. Ho wever, as the Commission no ted on appeal, the
broker's testimony was the onl y evidence to support his claim that he made the appropriate
disclosures to the city officials, and the only evidence suggesting that the city officials were not
forthcoming about their contacts with the broker and their level of sophistications and
appreciation of the 1isks associated with inverse floaters.

& Moreover, the broker's testimony

was contradicted by ovenvhelming testimoni al and docum ent evidence in the record, including
the consistent testi mony of the city officials. Under the circumstances, the Commission rejected
the AU's credibility findings and concluded that the weigh t of the evidence made plain that the
broker did not make the requisite disclosures. Id.
Lastly, the Decision's strange lament that "Koutsoubos essentially asks that I evaluate the
Account Update Fonn within its four comers" [DEC. I 01] clearly misses the legal mark.
Moreover, it misleadingly diminishes the pertinent facts : it was not just one document, but
several over the course of years, each signed or signed and inihaled by Bryant, by which he
indicated his high 1isk tolerance and aggressive investmen t objectives and desire for and
understanding of the risks of active trading in his J.P. Turner account. [DL'C. 16, 17, 18, 21, 22]

6. Dempsey 's Turnover And Breakcven Calculations Do Not Demonstrate
Churning Where, As Her e, 's Investm ent Objective W as To Trad e
Actively.
Given the overwhelming preponderance of evidence that -

had a high risk

tolerance, that he intended to use his J.P . Turner account for speculative and aggressive trading
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in the hopes of generating high returns, and that he understood the costs and risks of loss of
active trading, the Decision's reliance upon turnover ratios and break-even rates appropriate for
considering whether conservative investors are excessively traded is entirely misplaced. See
Nelson, 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 11614, at *9 ("[T]he law is clear that 'there is no such thing as
chuming as a matter of law based simply on the tumover rate of an account without regard to
other factors."'). Quantitative benchmarks do not demonstrate churning where, as here, the
investment objectives of the customers and the structure of their accounts were intended to trade
actively. Costello 711 F.2d at 1369; see also Newburger, Loeb & Co. v. Gross, 563 F.2d 1057,
1070 (2d Cir. 1977) (a greater volume of activity will nonnally be expected in an account where
speculation is the objective); see also Landry v. Hemphill, Noyes & Co., Inc., 473 F.2d 365, 373
(1st Cir. 1973 ). Indeed, it is well established that "[n]o tumover rate is universally recognized as
determinative of chuming," see J.W. Barclay at *75 and that "if a customer wants to speculate,
the portfolio turnover rate could be unlimited." Id. Even Dempsey agreed that there is no
established benchmark for somebody who has a higher risk tolerance or who has a very
aggressive risk tolerance. [Tr. 3199]

7. Dempsey's Turnover And Break-Even Calculations Were Unreliable.

The Decision improperly relies upon tumover and break-even calculations of Louis
Dempsey, who had never been qualified as a chuming expert and based his opinions solely on a
review of "the Division's technical analysis relating to the alleged chuming." 16 [Tr. 3140; 18-21;

16

As noted extensively by Respondents' counsel during voir dire, Dempsey had never previously been
qualified as an expert and had never testified on the subject of churning in any federal court proceeding, state court
proceeding, or SEC matter. [Tr. 3117 -19] Dempsey never completed any graduate work, or received a graduate
degree, in any related field [Tr. 3123-24] nor had he published any academic studies, law review articles or
securities industry publications on the subject of churning. [Tr. 3133-3134] While Dempsey was previously
employed in the SEC's Division of Enforcement, he was never promoted above branch chief and never served as a
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DX. 155 at 2) Beyond the fact that the Ini tial Decision should no t have relied upon Dempsey 's
tumover ratios applicable to conservative investors in reaching its enoneous conclusion that
Bryant's account was excessively traded, the turnover and break-even ratios - even if they had
been conectly calculated, which they were no t - have little if any probative value in this case
because they entirely ignore the extreme and unusual market volatility which prevailing during
much of the alleged "churn" period. As the record ret1ects but the Decision fai ls to properly
consider, Dempsey's turnover and break-even calculations were riddled with mate1ial enors
involving over-counting of transaction and repeated miscalculati ons of account val uations,
rendering his work unre liab le. [DX. 155]

a. The Decision's Reliance On Dempsey's Calculations, Which Ignored That
The Transactions Occtmed Dming A Unique Petiod Of Marke t Decline And
Dramatically Skewed The Calculations, Was Enoneous
The alleged churn period of the -

account was exactly the calendar year 2008 

probably the most calami tous year in the stock market since 1929. Amazingly , Dempsey failed to
take into account, much less mentio n in his repo rt, the "anomaly" of the downward market forces
during 2008, which dramatically inflated tumover and cost/ equity si nce the account values
declined rapidly. Furthem1ore, as the record reflected and which Dempsey's calculations entirely
disregarded, the monthly level of trading activity in -

s account during the cataclysmic year

senior policy-maker at the SEC. [Tr. 3 135] G iven his utter lack of expert qualification, Dempsey's own concession
that he did not anal yze or render any opinion as to whether Koutsoubos was g iven de facto control over
account, did not co nsider whether was in fac t a conservative inves tor suc h that his turnover and breakeven
calculations were even arguably applicable, or whether Koutsoubos acted with scienter in connection with the
' it is respectfully submitted that Dempsey's report and hearing
securities reconunendations he made to testimony should not have been considered at all. SEC Rule 320 (irrelevant evidence shall be disregarded); ~ also
Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharms.. Inc., 509 U.S. 579, 589 (I 993) (expert testimony must be relevant and reliable).
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2008 varied greatly as market conditions varied w idel y.

17

[DX. 155] Baselski, 514 F. at 541

(N.D . .ll l. 1981); Gopez, 736 F. S upp. at 58.

b. The D ecision' s R eliance On Dempsey's Calcula tions, Which Ignored That
The Frequent Use Of Stop Loss Orders Dramatically Overstated The Number
OfTransactions Effected l.n Br yant ' s Account During 2008, Was Erroneous
In 2008, the stock markets su ffered catacl ysmi c declines and to deal with the precipitous
increase in vola tility, Koutsoubos developed a strategy of extra caution to deal with the downs ide
risk, implementi ng various hedging and stop loss strategies fo r hi s clients . (Tr. 4481 -82)
Koutsoubos took extra time to discuss with his clients not only the pros and cons of making the
investment itself, but at the same time the price at which they were prepared to sell the
investment should the market price decline. [Tr. 4482] By entering stop loss orders, Kou tsou bos
sough t to assist the client in managing his risk of loss their risk to lerance. [Tr. 4483]
ln many instances du1ing the relevant period, Koutsoubos made a s ingle recommendation
to -

of a stop loss order which resulted in tw o transactions; the initial purchase a nd the

automatic sale if the price fell to the stop price. [Tr. 4483] T he Decision ened in relying upon
Dempsey's tumover analysis, which did not take this fact into account in his calculations of the
number of transactions effected in the -

account during th e period at issue. [DX. 155]

Fmtbermore, the evi dence showed that many of the buy orders entered on behalf of 
17

This evidence also belies the allegation that Koutsoubos disregarded s interests in o rder to
excessively trade the account to generate ou tsized conunissions. As reflected in 's account statements, during
January 2008 to April 2008, during which the portfolio value of the account declined precipitously from $I 77 ,559 to
$80, 179 .45, tJ1ere was moderate trading activity. [DKX. 24] Bryant's account statemen ts reflect tha t these losses
stemmed from sharp declines in the value of only a few large securities posi tions. [DKX. 24; T r. 4507-08] Pursuant
to Koutsoubos' recommendation that diversify his portfolio to better manage the downside risk of an
increasingly volatile ma rket, the level of trading activity increased in May 2008, which coincided with a large ga in
in portfolio value from $80,179 to $123,854. [DK.X. 24] The level of trading again was again quite moderate in June
and July 2008; however following the collapse of Lehman Brothers in September 2008, the equ i1y markets went imo
freefal l. (Tr. 4509- 10] Much of the remainder of 2008 was a desperate, and ultimately unsuccessful, attempt to
"catch a falling knife" by imp lementing various sho11-term hedge positions, stop losses and other strategies 10
manage precipitous losses in portfolio value. (Tr. 45 I 0-13 ]
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resulted in multiple executions at slightly varying prices, based solely upon how the orders to sell
were stacked up in the electronic trading system. [Tr. 45 I 5-16] Dempsey's turnover analysis also
did not take this fact in to account in his calculation of the number of transactions effected in the
-

account during the period at issue. [DX I 55]

c. The Decision ' s Reliance On Dempsey' s Calculations, In Light O f The
Evidence Ofl-Iis Repeated Misca lculations Of Account Values And Turnover,
Was Erroneous
At hearing it was also demonstrated that Dempsey made at least two o ther material
mistakes in calculating gains and losses in other customer accounts which undergirded the faulty
calculations upon which the Decision is improperly reliant. We respectfully submit that the
Decision's failure to properly consider these mistakes in determining the reliability of
Dempsey's highly compromised calculations is legal error.
Dempsey made an

As to ano ther of Koutsoubos ' clients,

elemental but significant mistake in calculating the net asset value of their account. Dempsey
miscalculated that the

IIIII account suffered

a loss dUiing the pe1iod because he incorrectly

treated a dividend as a customer deposit even though it was a distribution from a security the

IIIII had already purchased. Dempsey was forced to concede that the dividend was not new
funds coming into the account, but rather a gain to the •

. [Tr. 3231 -32) This fundamental

mistake rendered Dempsey's turnover calcul ation as to ~ inaccurate, since as Dempsey
conceded, as account value goes down, turnover rates go up . J 9 [Tr. 3202)

18

The Decision found that Kou tsoubos did not chum the ~ccount at J.P. Tu mer. [DEC. I]

19

Dempsey further conceded that if an investor is investing in stocks and losing money, the same level of
activity yields a higher turnover ratio th an if the in vestor was making money, and if the investor was removing
money from the account, it would increase the turnover ratio assuming the level of activity remained the same. [Tr .
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Nor this Dempsey's only significant math mistake in this case; he made a similar mistake
in connection with the account of a brokerage customer of Respondent Konner. There, Demspey
misclassi fied the stock purchased by the customer in a PIPE trans action. Instead of recognizing
that the $325,000 recorded value of the s tock consisted of a $150,000 investment and a $175,000
profit, Dempsey incon ectl y recorded it all as an investment, thereby mistaking an investment of
client money for a prot]t. As a result, Dempsey incorrect ly calculated the account to have lost
over $54,000 during a period that there was in fact a gain of over of $ 100,000.

20

[Tr. 3 176-84]

d. The Decision's Failure To Properl y Co nsider Dempsey's Bias Towards The
SEC Division Of Enforcement In Relying Upon His Calculations, Was
Erroneous
T he Decision notes that while Dempsey has left the employment of the Division of
Enfo rcement after two separate stints, "his wife currently works for the Commission in the
Miami , Florida, regional office's trial unit. . .. " [D EC. 73 -74, n . 17] Witho ut a scintilla of analysis
as to how the fact that Dempsey ' s household continues to be on the SEC's payroll might impact
whether his testimony might be biased in favo r of the SEC, the D ecision blithe ly states that
Dempsey "did not feel there was a conflict of interest when he accepted the engagement." [DEC.
73 -74, n. 17]
Whether Dempsey believed he cou ld accept the engagement from his wife's employer to
act as an independent "expert" witness hardly absolves the Decision from critically analyzing
whether Dempsey met the standard of independence necessary to qual ify as an expert and the
3202] Given the dramatic freefall in account value experience by mill ions of investors in 2008, including 
th is dramatically skewed turnover and breakeven rations calculated for that year' s activity in 's account.
20

The fac t that, as Dempsey adm itted, his "expert" work was merely to verify the Division' s calculations and
that he failed to catch the Division 's erro r [Tr. 32 12], does not absolve him fro m this mistake or render his expert
report or testimony any mo re reliable. Rather, it confirms that nei ther should have been adm itted under the Daubert
standard for admission of expert evidence.
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degree to which, if at all, his analysis should be properly considered. The Decision's abject
fail ure to undertake this inqui ry is legal en·or.

- ·s

C . The Decision Finding T hat Koutsoubos Acted W ith Scienter With Respect To The
Trading Activity In
Brokerage Account Is Legally Erroneous Because It
Fails To Properly Consider That It Was Contrary To Koutsoub os's Financi al Interest
To Recommend Excessive Trading In Intentiona l Disregard Of Bryant's Interests.
The U.S. Supreme CoU!t has defined scienter as an intention "to deceive, manipulate, or
defraud." Ernst & Emst v. Hochfelder, 425 U .S. 185, 193 (1976). Proving scienter requires "a
showing of ei ther conscious intent to defraud or a high degree of recklessness." ACA Fin. Guar.
Com. v. Advest Inc., 512 F.3d 46, 58-59 (1 st Cir. 2008) (citations omitted). Recklessness is "a
highly unreasonable omission, involving not merely simple, or even inexcusable negligence, but
an extreme departure from the standards of ordinary care, and which presents a danger of
misleading buyers or sellers that is ei ther known to the defendant or is so obvious the actor must
have been aware of it." J.W. Barclay at *33 (quoting Stmstrand Crop. v. Sun. Chem. Corn, 55 3
F.2d 1033, 1044-45 (7th Cir. 1977)); Rizek v. SEC, 2 15 F .3d 157, 162 (1st Cir. 2000).
To establish scienter in the context of churning, the Decision must find that the broker
sought to maximize his remuneration in disregard of the interests of his customer. In the Matter
of William J. Murphy, 2013 SEC LEXIS 1933 at *66 n.88 (Ju l. 2, 2013) (citing In the Matter of
Michael T. Studet:, 2004 SEC LEXJS 2347 (Nov. 30, 2004) ( "The generation of commissions as
a goal overriding the client's interests evidences scienter in churning.")

1. There Was No Pecuni ary Reason For Koutsoubos To Attempt T o Def r·aud
- t Or To Recklessly Disregar d His In ter ests.
The evidence in this case contradicts rather than supports any finding that Koutsoubos'
actio ns were for the purpose of generating commissions by recommending unwarranted trades
33

without regard to ~ 's interests. Cf. Thompson v. Smith Barney, Harris Upham & Co, 709
F.2d 1413 , 14 16 (I Ith Cir. 1983); Costello, 7 11 F.2d at 1369; Craighead v. E.F. Hutton & Co.,
899 F.2d 485 , 489 (6th Cir. 1990). Rather, in this case, for nearly the entirety of the relevant
period, there was a maximum commission restriction placed on trans actions in the 
account. Indeed from March through Octob er 2008, -

was charged no more than $1 00 per

trade and after October 31, 2008, he was charged no more than $60 per trade. [DEC. 37] By
virtue of this severe maximum comm iss ion restriction, imposed precisely because -

was an

active trading account, any mo tive and opportunity for Koutsoubos to line his pockets with
unwarranted commission dollars was extinguished. There was simply no pecuniary reason for
Koutsoubos to defraud -

or even to recklessly disregard his interests .

Th e Decision fa ils to properly consider the undisputed evidence that as an inherited
account, ~'s account was designated such that Koutsoubos cou ld receive a payout of only
35% of the gross commission credits, less ticket and other charges. 21 [Tr. 4535-4536; DX. 146)
The Decisio n also fails to properly cons ider the fact that Koutsoubos was financially responsible
for a variety of charges and credits against his gross commission payout, in cluding but not
limited to: enors and omissions insurance , write offs if there was insufficient funds in an
account, ticket charges, contribution to the payroll for the non -registered employees of the
branch, training, test preparation and other expenses of broker trainees in the branch, lead sheets,
office materials, overnight delivery charges, wire transfer fees and desk fees . [Tr . 4530-36; DX.
146)

21

As noted above, on numerous occasions a single order resu lted in multip le trade exec utions, whic h
Dempsey's tumover ratio fai led to properly cons ider. Despite the multiple execution prints, however, Koutsoubos
received his 35'% gross commission payout so lely from th e s ingle comm ission (either $100 or $60 maxim um)
charged by J.l). Tumer, Jess various charges and expenses. [DK.X. 26)
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J.P. Tumer's Executive Vice President, Michael Bresner, conducted an analysis of the
effectiveness of the commission restriction procedures he implemented for actively traded
accounts and concluded th at, with respect to those accounts in which the registered
representative received a 50% to 60% gross commission payout, at $100 maximum commission
per trade, the broker was "at best breakeven" and at $60 per trade he was getting crushed." 22 [Tr.
3058] As Bresner reported, based upon a $100 commission maximum wit11 60% payout less the
ticket charges and desk fee, a broker writing 100 tickets in a month would receive on average
$15 per ticket. Because he would then still have to pay the insurance, secretarial, telephone,
federal express and other miscellaneous fees, "the economic incentive to do trades was taken
away." [Tr. 3058-59] As discussed herein, Koutsoubos' 35% commission payout regarding the
-

account meant that he earned far less than the "break-even" point with respect to

transactions in the -

account but was, instead at the "getting crushed" level.

In this regard, the Decision falsely found that the trading activity in the Bryant account
generated commissions to J.P. Ttm1er of $47,000 ... [and] Koutsoubos would have eamed
commissions of over $30,000 as a result of this trading. 23 [DEC. 82] Even if the $47,000
commission figure were correct, the Decision should have applied the conect 35% payout rate
and calculated the gross commissions (from which the aforementioned ticket and other charges
were further deducted) earned by K.outsoubos was only $16,450 and not $30,000. Based entirely

- - -· - -- - -- - 

22

The fact that Koutsoubos's payout rate on the account was 35% and not 65% of gross commissions
was found in the Divis ion's own hearing exhibits but was withlteld by t.he Division trom its churning expert. [DX.
J46J Dempsey admitted tha t he did not review Koutsoubos' actual commission statements and he d id not believe he
had been provided access to those statements when he was prepari ng his report. (Tr. 3237-38) However, Dempsey
agreed that he recalled testimony during the hearing that the commission rate for the
acco un t was actual ly
between thirty and thirty-five percent and he did no t have any reason to doubt that figure. [Tr. 3239)

-tto -

23

Elsewhere and inconsistently , the Decision falsely found that the commissions charged
!hat period was $53,000. [DEC. I 02]
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during

upon this false premise, the Decision goes to great pains to argue that the further reduction of the
maximum commission from $1 00 per trade to $60 per trade (in essence a 40% reduction) caused
Koutsoubos to stop churning the account since it was no longer in his pecuniary interest. [DEC.
103] Simple a:tith:metic demonsh·ates that applyi ng the correct 35% payout rate on the 
account rather than the fictitious 65% payout ratio resul ts in a 46% reduction in Koutsoubos'
gross commission calculation, and thus negates the Decision's specious argument.

2. T h ere Is No Evidence To S uggest Koutsoubos Made Recommendations
Without Investmen t Strategy Or Research Or For Other Than A Good Faith
·s Stated Investment Objectives.
Belief It Was Consistent With The record is replete wi th uncontroverted evidence of Koutsoubos' hard work and good
faith in recommending transactions consistent with Bryant's stated investment objectives, which
the Decision failed to properly consider.
Dming the relevant period, in add it ion to ideas generated by his branch management a:t1d
his review of various market research generated by J.P . Turner, Koutsoubos subscribed -at his
own cost - to various research reports and internet sites that provided him with news, analysis
and ideas for successful investment recommendations, including Investors Business Daily
("IDB"), Morningstar and Daily Graphs. [Tr. 4473 -79] Koutsoubos described that IBD,
published by William J. O'Neill, was one of the most helpful pieces of research he used to
generate investment ideas for potential recommendatio ns

24

Only after conducting a significant

amount of research work did Koutsoubos consider whether any investment ideas could be
recommended to his clients. [Tr. 4480] Before presenting any investment idea to a client,

24

O'Neill is the developer of the Can Slim investment app roach to growth stocks which Koutsoubos adop ted
as a methodology for evaluating stocks whose prices were poised to move significantly in a positive di rection. [Tr.
4475-77]
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Koutsoubos detennined whether the investment was suitable for the client, based upon a review
of his or her financial condition and investment objectives. [Tr. 4480]
As Koutsoubos demonstrated and -

conceded, Koutso ubos was in freq uen t contact

discussed various investment ideas and strategies. [Tr. 964-965] Koutsoubos

with -

explained the investment strategies and theories he fo llowed, the copious financial and market
research analyzed and the extent to which he worked in good fai th to present investment
recommendations that were well thought out and suitable fo r the customer. There is simply no
evidence in the record to suggest that Koutsoubos made recommendations without an investment
strategy, devoid of research or otherwise in ru1ything but a good faith be lief that it was cons istent
with the customer's investment objectives. See Hotmar, 808 F .2d at 1386 (noting there was no
evidence of scienter, despite high turnover rates, •vhere there no was: (i) no question the
c ustomer received confirmation slips on every transaction and monthly statements detai ling the
activity in his account; (ii) no evidence that the broker w ithh eld information from the client; and
(iii) no evidence to suggest any actual deception sunounding the trades.); Cf. Rizek I (in which
the Division ' s expert witness noted that there was no economic logic to the broker's trading
strategy) .

II. The Sanctions Imposed Upon Koutsoubos, Including The Mos t Extreme And Punitive
Sanction Possible - A Pe1m anent Bar, Are Unwanantecl. Unduly Pun itive And Not In
The Public Interest
Given the complete lack of evidence that -

was deceived by Koutsoubos and that

Koutsoubos had nothing fin ancia lly to gain by intentionaily disregarding ~'s interests, the
Decision finding that the most severe of sanctions - a permanent bar from the securi ties industry
- is justified because Koutsoubos acted with the "hig hest degree of scienter" is simply without
basis. ·
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The Decision backs its finding by two alleged facts - each of whi ch were proven false.
First, as stated above, the finding that "during the alleged churning period , JPT received
s ignificant amoun t of Commissions, including approximately $53,000 between January and
December 2008 ." (DEC 102-103) and that "at $ 100 per trade (Koutsoubos] was "making some
money" [DEC. 103 ] is a m isleading attempt to argue that Koutsoubos received an outsized
pecun iary benefit fro m his alleged actions. As set forih in detail herein, the Decision improperly
ignores the fact that Koutsoubos actually received a pittance from JPT's commissions earned in
connection with the Bryant account and that the undisputed evidence was that at a maximum
commission of $100 where Koutsoubos received a 35% p ayout, he was "getting crushed" not
"making some money" which is directly contrary to the Decision's findings. Second, the finding
that "Koutsoubos misled -

by stating he would waive his commissions" [DEC . 103 ) is

unsupported by the totality of evidence in the record . In fact, the only possible basis for such a
finding is the self-serving and unsupported hearing testimony of -

himself, who - the

Decision ignores - had an admitted pecuniary motivation to testify as such. Koutsoubos
completely disputes that he ever said any such thing, there were no witnesses who testified in
support of -

s version and there is no documentary evidence in the record to support the

findi ng that Koutsoubos agreed to waive -

's commissions . Moreover, -

belie his testimony, which the Decision erroneously failed to consider. -

s actions
admitted he not

only timely received , but kept and maintained every confirmation which disclosed tbe
commission . Had be believed he should not have been charged a comm ission, he would have
complained or at leas t raised a question.
Applicable case law make abundantly clear that mitigating as well as aggravating fac tors
must be considered in imposing sanctions. The factors to be considered in assessing sanctions are
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those cited by the Fifth Circuit comi in Steadman v. SEC, 603 F.2d 1126, 1140 (5th Cir. 1979)
aff'd on other grounds, 450 U.S. 91 (1981). The Decision did not make even the slightest attempt
to consider, among other undisputed facts that:

• Throughout his 14 year career, Mr. Koutsoubos has maintained a pristine disciplinary
record and has never before been named as the subject of any SEC or SRO disciplinary
proceeding nor named as a defendant in any arbitration proceeding. Indeed, when Mr.
Koutsoubos left the employ of J.P. Turner after a decade, in August 2009 [DKX. 2; Tr.
476], there was not a single customer complaint lodged against Mr. Koutsoubos nor had
Mr. Koutsoubos been subject to any internal discipline or special supervision at J.P.
Turner. [DKX. 1; Tr. 505]

• The alleged misconduct involved a single customer account. See Dep't of Enforcement v .
Kelly, FINRA Complaint No. E9A2004048801 (December 16, 2008) (where, based upon
the fact the broker's misconduct involved a single customer account during period of
unique market decline, the FINRA National Adjudicatory Council reduced the Hearing
Officer Decision imposition of a pennanent bar, citing FINRA Principal Consideration in
Determining Sanctions, No. 18)

• The transactions at issue occuned during a unique period of market decline, i.e., the
cataclysmic market crash of2008. See Dep't of Enforcement v. Kelly, supra.
The Decision's complete failure to take any of these mitigating facts into consideration m
imposing the most severe sanction available to the SEC is improper and resulted in an unjust and
excessively punitive sanction.
Lastly, to compound insult to ll1Jury, the Decision ordered that Koutsoubos disgorge
$30,000 plus prejudgment interest of $5,028.18 based upon Dempsey's demonstrably wrong
calculation of the retention percentage Koutsoubos purportedly testified to in the underlying
investigation, i.e. 65% payout ratio

and not the actual evidence in the case - a 35% payout

ratio. [DEC. 121] Where, as here, an order of disgorgement far exceeds the amount of the
defendant's supposed unjust enrichment, it is excessive and oppressive. See Hately v. SEC, 8
F.3d 653 (9th Cir. 1993). The Decision's blithe disregard of actual evidence to materially
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overstate the disgorgement figure is indicative of Decision's overall failure to properly consider
the overwhelming record evidence in this case.

Con clusion

For all the above reasons, we respectfully request that the Decis ion be reversed and the
sanctions imposed be vacated.
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